
Kraftform/7 Heavy Metal 3, 7 pieces

 

   

EAN: 4013288218629 Size: 0x0x0 mm

Part number: 05138710001 Weight: 0 g

Article number: Kraftform/7 Heavy Metal 3 Country of origin:

Customs tariff
number:

82054000

7-piece screwdriver set for workshop and VDE applications

Multi-component Kraftform handle for high working speeds and ergonomic screwdriving

With a special extra: The Tool Rebel gesture as a bottle opener/key ring

Chiseldriver for fastening, chiselling and loosening

Lasertip tips for more secure fit in the screw head

 

Screwdriver all-round 7-piece set with the special Tool Rebel extra. Kraftform Plus handle for comfortable ergonomic screwdriving,

which avoids blisters and calluses. Hard handle zones for high working speeds, while soft handle zones guarantee a high torque

transfer. Includes some tools with Lasertip and Take it easy: The tips of Wera Lasertip screwdrivers are microscopically roughened with

laser beams. This rough surface "bites" into the screw head and unintentional slipping is a thing of the past. Take it easy tool finder:

Size stamping and colour coding by profile to find the required tool quickly and easily. With 2 chiseldrivers for screwdriving, chiselling

and mortising. The showstopper: a key ring that is shaped as a Tool Rebel gesture and of course also serves as a bottle opener.
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Integrated impact cap Integrated hex bolster Lasertip prevents slipping out

Screwdrivers are often misused as

chisels. This can be dangerous.

The chiseldriver is the solution

when not only screwdriving is

required. For fastening, chiselling

and loosening seized screws.

Wera chiseldriver: the screwdriver

whenever the going gets tough!

An integrated impact cap

lengthens the service life and

reduces the danger of splintering.

Nevertheless, always wear

protective goggles.

Greater torque can be transferred

by fitting an open-jaw or ring

spanner over the integrated hex

bolster.

It happens time and time again

that the tip slips out of the screw

head when screwdriving,

sometimes damaging valuable

surfaces or even causing injury.

The tips of the Wera Lasertip

screwdrivers are microscopically

roughened by means of a laser.

This rough surface literally "bites"

itself firmly into the screw head.

Slipping out becomes a thing of

the past.

VDE-insulated screwdriver with
reduced blade diameter

Wera Black Point tip “Take it easy” Tool Finder Heavy Metal bottle opener

Reduced blade diameter with

integrated protective insulation,

allows sunken screws and spring

elements to be accessed and

actuated, individually tested as per

IEC 60900.

The Wera Black Point tip and a

refined hardening process ensure

long service life of the tip,

improved corrosion protection and

an exact fit.

Screwdrivers with "Take it easy"

tool finder: colour coding

according to profile and size

stamp.

A Heavy Metal bottle opener,

which is also usable as a key ring.
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Set contents:

932 A Screwdriver for slotted screws, 1 x 5.5 x 100 mm
05018264001 1x    1 x 5.5 x 100 mm

05018266001 1x    1.2 x 7 x 125 mm

350 PH Screwdriver for Phillips screws, PH 1 x 80 mm
05008710001 1x    PH 1 x 80 mm

05008720001 1x    PH 2 x 100 mm

368 Screwdriver for square socket head screws, # 2 x 100 mm
05117684001 1x    # 2 x 100 mm

162 iS PH/S VDE Insulated screwdriver with reduced blade diameter for PlusMinus screws (Phillips/slotted), # 2 x 100 mm
05006456001 1x    # 2 x 100 mm

160 iS VDE Insulated screwdriver with reduced blade diameter for slotted screws, 0.6 x 3.5 x 100 mm
05006440001 1x    0.6 x 3.5 x 100 mm

Bottle opener Tool Rebel, 35 x 50 mm
 1x    35 x 50 mm
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